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A concept of ¯exible fragments has been developed for automatic building of

crystal structures. Six monopeptides were designed as search fragments in a

phased rotation and translation function for protein building. Electron density

in crystal and in molecular fragments is expanded in spherical harmonics and

normalized spherical Bessel functions. A fast rotation function, which is

calculated at each grid point of the asymmetric unit, is used to ®nd the fragment

orientation. Position, orientation and internal torsion angles are re®ned. An

algorithm for chain building is simpli®ed using generalized atoms and virtual

bonds. The structure is built from molecular structure units rather than from

individual atoms. A polyalanine model is built with a high accuracy at

resolutions 1.2±2.1 AÊ .

1. Introduction

Automatic structure building is an important step in the

overall automation of crystal structure determination.

Inspection of interatomic distances (connectivity table) is

usually faster and simpler than coding molecular connectivity

(sometimes only partially known) for small molecules. On the

other hand, using graph theory can speed up atomic resolution

protein structure interpretation considerably (Old®eld,

2002b). Computer graphics can help in assignment of atomic

types and in removing a few false atoms (e.g. PavelcÏõÂk et al.,

1992). Beyond atomic resolution, detailed stereochemical

knowledge has to be introduced in some way to improve the

observation/parameter ratio. There are two broad areas of

X-ray crystallography where using stereochemical information

is vital: powder diffraction and biomacromolecular crystal-

lography.

This paper is oriented towards a systematic use of molecular

fragments, as building units, in the interpretation of protein

electron-density maps. It is an open challenge to develop a

method that can build structure models automatically with

minimal user interference. In protein crystallography, the

input stereochemical information can be as simple as the

protein sequence. Other tasks can be done by an expert

system.

Several procedures and computer programs have been

developed for building protein structure models. Most of them

are based on the connectivity of the polypeptide chain or on

the presence of �-helices and �-strands. Greer (1974, 1985)

devised a rapid procedure for tracing the path of the poly-

peptide chain. Greer's skeletonization is still the most

common aid for tracing the main chain in a given electron-

density map. This procedure was extended by Swanson (1994)

to allow threshold-independent skeletonization and Leherte et

al. (1994), which involves analysing critical points. Jones &

Thirup (1986), Kleywegt & Jones (1997a,b) ®tted the electron

density with fragments from known protein structures

(ESSENS). Old®eld (2002a, 2003) described a method for

automated model building that began by identifying helices

and strands and then extending these segments to trace a

polypeptide chain (QUANTA). Cowtan (1998, 2001) used

FFT-based approaches to identify the location of helices,

�-strands and other structures in an electron-density map by

template matching (FFFEAR). Holton et al. (2000) and

Ioerger & Sacchettini (2002) used machine-learning tech-

niques to identify protein backbone and side chains in a map

(TEXTAL, CAPRA). McRee (1999) has described a semi-

automated method for building main-chain models in a map,

beginning with the identi®cation of C� and ®tting fragments

from a main-chain library and continuing with using a rotamer

library to ®t side chains (XtalView). Levitt (2001) used a

stepwise approach to model building, beginning with the

skeleton of Greer to identify helices and strands and

extending them one residue at a time, using (',  ) angles from

tables of allowed values (MAID). Turk (2001) iterates model

building with re®nement (MAIN). This feature is typical for

the most widely used automated model-building procedure,

ARP/wARP (Lamzin & Wilson, 1993; Perrakis et al., 1999;

Morris et al., 2002). This procedure is different from all those

described above because it is based on an interpretation of the
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difference electron density in terms of individual atoms

(`small-molecule approach'), iteratively followed by atomic

re®nement and an interpretation of the atomic coordinates in

terms of a polypeptide chain. The requirement for peaks limits

the application of the method to electron-density maps at a

resolution of about 2.3 AÊ . Terwilliger (2001, 2003) published

a version of the FFT-template method, with extension of

regular secondary structure by tripeptide matching (SOLVE/

RESOLVE). The method works at a resolution as low as

3.5 AÊ . Pavelcik et al. (2002, referred to as PZO below)

described a phased rotation and translation function

(PROTF) for matching of arbitrary fragments of the structure

to an electron-density map. It was shown that relatively small

rigid molecular fragments, with a proper conformation, could

be ®tted into the electron density with a good accuracy.

The biopolymer can be built from rigid fragments but the

number of fragments has to be large to cover a substantial part

of a conformation space. Terwilliger (2003) used for example

about 10000 rigid tripeptides. In this paper, a small set of

fragments with added conformational ¯exibility is proposed to

reduce the number of fragments signi®cantly. The fragment

selection is a compromise between its size and number of

variable internal torsion angles. Fragments with many torsion

angles would lead to an exponential conformation catas-

trophe. A small rigid fragment may not be found in the elec-

tron density.

The dominant part of the main chain of the protein is

composed of three basic types of secondary structures: �-helix,

�-strand and -turn. These conformations cover more than

90% of all conformations in a typical protein structure. While

an �-helix is relatively rigid, �-strands and -turns are ¯exible

in a broad range of (', ) angles. The �-region seems to have

two distinct broad local energetic minima, further designated

as �1 (sheet region) and �2 (random coil region). A recent

paper (HovmoÈ ller et al., 2002) was used as a guideline for

selection of fragments.

Each fragment represents a building unit. Virtual bonds can

describe the connectivity of building units. The virtual bond

concept is well established in biomacromolecular chemistry.

We selected rather small fragments of 9±11 atoms for the

protein building. A fast method for connecting fragments into

a polypeptide chain was developed. The protein structure is

built from generalized atoms rather than from individual

atoms and a signi®cant reduction of dimensionality was

achieved.

2. Methods

2.1. Flexible structure model (FSM)

The crystal structure can be described as composed of

groups of atoms (in stereochemical terms these are molecular

fragments). These can be for example a peptide group, a

phenyl group, one turn of an �-helix, a phosphate group etc.

Suitable selected molecular fragments can be used as a

building unit. Ideally, the building unit is a rigid body. The

number of group types can be relatively small in polymer

structures. Bond lengths and bond angles are usually assumed

to be known (and tabulated) in organic chemistry. Under these

conditions, only torsion angles are variables. To keep building

units suf®ciently large, conformational ¯exibility should be

added to the building units. Such a ¯exible group of atoms will

be called a structure unit (SU) in this paper. The structure unit

can be treated as a generalized atom. The SU is characterized

by its name, position, orientation and internal torsion angles.

The SU has its internal connectivity, numbering scheme of

atoms, torsion bonds and torsion groups. The position of the

SU is given by the position of its geometrical centre in frac-

tional coordinates. Orientation of the SU is conveniently given

by a rotation matrix, three Euler angles (�, �, ) or quatern-

ion. SUs can have further attributes: symmetry code,

connectivity to other SUs, sequence number, chain letter etc.

For each type of SU, a standard SU should be de®ned.

Orientation (and sometimes also conformation) is given with

respect to this reference standard. A standard SU is a set of

atomic Cartesian coordinates, atomic names, atomic types,

atomic numbers and residue types in a protein. The geome-

trical centre of the standard SU is at origin (0,0,0).

The whole structure can be regarded as composed of SUs

connected by virtual bonds. This representation of the struc-

ture will be called a ¯exible structure model. A FSM has

virtual geometry (virtual bond lengths, virtual bond angles,

virtual torsion angles). In a description of the structure with

structure units, some structure atoms are de®ned more than

once because of group overlap. The advantage of using SUs is

that the number of parameters for the description of the

structure is signi®cantly reduced, e.g. a SU containing 10

atoms and 2 torsion rotations (�1, �2) is described by 30

Cartesian coordinates but only eight generalized coordinates

(x, y, z, �, �, , �1, �2). A rigid part of a heme described by only

six generalized coordinates represents 99 Cartesian coordi-

nates.

2.2. Molecular fragments for high-resolution protein building

From a practical point of view, the choice of fragments is

from monopeptides, dipeptides and tripeptides because the

peptide group is a rigid group of ®ve atoms. For automatic

interpretation of high-resolution protein structures by the

phased rotation and translation function, the selected frag-

ments are of two types: peptide centred (P0) fragments

NÐC�(C�)ÐC( O)ÐNÐC�(C�)ÐC

and C�-centred (A0) fragments

C�ÐC( O)ÐNÐC�(C�)ÐC( O)ÐNÐC�.

The radius of these fragments is about 3.0 AÊ . The related

radius of the electron-density expansion was ®xed at 3.7 AÊ .

This selection was not arbitrary. In the sphere of radius 3.7 AÊ ,

two peptide groups can be accommodated (with the exception

of a fully extended conformation). These fragments are the

smallest ones from which a polyalanine chain (C� present) can

be built. Fragments contain an element of chirality, which is

useful for unique ®tting. This radius is also a compromise for



eventual building of side chains (Pavelcik, in preparation).

Fragments have only two torsion bonds (' and  torsion

angles) and cover the main regions of the Ramachandran plot.

Fragment names and main-chain torsion angles are given in

Table 1.

Fragments are of standard geometry and were built by

molecular modelling. A geometrical centre of the fragment is

at the origin of the coordinate system. Fragments are used in

two ways: as rigid bodies in PROTF and as ¯exible fragments

for re®nement and model building.

A total of six rigid fragments are used in PROTF. AlphaP0,

Beta1P0, Beta2P0, GammaP0 and BridgP0 are peptide-

centred fragments. Fragments have the same connectivity

(atom numbering) and bond geometry. The difference is only

in conformation. AlphaP0 is related to the �-helix. Beta1P0 is

a �-strand from the sheet region. Beta2P0 is a �-strand from

the random coil (proline) region. The GammaP0 fragment is

of helical conformation near �l and -turn conformations.

The general cis-peptide bond was neglected, but the most

frequent X-Pro cis-peptide bond is considered. The prob-

ability of occurrence of a non-Pro cis-peptide bond is about

1 :3000 (Pal & Chakrabarti, 1999). A special fragment cisPro0

was modelled for this purpose. The fragment is the same as

AlphaP0, but contains also C and C� pyrolidine ring atoms

(total 11 atoms). ! is 0�. The pyrrolidine ring is planar. C and

C� atoms are not connected and ring puckering can be re®ned

(see later).

AlphaA0 is a C�-centred fragment of the helical confor-

mation. It is not used primarily in the rotation function to

build the polypeptide chain but is used in extending the chain,

re®ning the structure and building the C� position. An accu-

rate C� is needed later for building side chains.

When the polyalanine structure is built, fragments are

connected into a larger chain. There is an overlap of four

atoms for two P0 fragments and even larger overlap for

connecting P0 and A0 fragments together. The P0 fragment

represents almost two residues (one oxygen missing); the

larger A0 fragment uniquely represents only one residue.

The properties of virtual bonds for P0 fragments were

analysed on several arbitrarily selected high-resolution

protein structures. SU positions can be calculated simply by

selecting a group of atoms from the PDB ®le and by calcu-

lating the group geometrical centre. Virtual bond lengths and

virtual angles can be derived from these positions. Parameters

for typical secondary structures were calculated from a

hexapeptide chain build by molecular modelling with all

torsion angles equal to torsion angles given in Table 1. Results

are given in Table 2.

In special cases, we allowed further freedom to fragments.

This is a rigid rotation about the peptide bond from the trans

to the cis con®guration. The search fragments are also stan-

dard structure units.

2.3. Dual model representation

In the process of model building, two representations of the

structure are used: Cartesian representation (or PDB repre-

sentation) and FSM representation. These representations are

equivalent and mutually interconvertible if bond lengths and

angles in the structure and SUs are the same. Even if the bond

angles and lengths are not the same (e.g. not ®xed during

re®nement of the high-resolution crystal structure), the

description of the crystal structure by the FSM is within

reasonable accuracy, acceptable for practical use. Dual

representation is used in calculating fragment overlap and in

converting SUs to different types, e.g. two AlphaP0s can be

converted into one AlphaA0. One AlphaA0 can be converted

into two AlphaP0s if two external torsion angles are speci®ed.

cisPro0 can be converted into cis-AlphaP0 and e.g. one cis-

AlphaP0 and one trans-AlphaP0 fragment can be converted

into cis1-trans2-AlphaA0. The SU (generalized atom),

expressed as the set of PDB coordinates, will be called PDB

SU. Parameters of a SU can be converted into a PDB SU by

simple matrix algebra. The rigid fragment is characterized only

by its position and orientation and we can write

xic � Rpxis �Oxp �1�

xp is the position vector of the SU, Rp is the rotation matrix of

the SU, xic is the position vector of the ith atom of the PDB SU,

xis is the position vector of the Cartesian atom of the standard

SU (search fragment) and O is an orthogonalization matrix. If

the fragment is ¯exible, the standard SU is rotated ®rst about

torsion bonds into the required conformation. After a change

of conformation, the modi®ed standard SU is centred on the

new geometrical centre and further treated as a new standard

in equation (1).

Opposite transformation from Cartesian coordinates (PDB

SU) to SU is not so straightforward because it requires

calculation of orientation. The orientation is relative and is

related to the orientation of the standard SU. Another

problem is that the standard orientation is changed with the

change of conformation of the fragment. This change is not

unique and is associated with a de®nition of torsion groups

(which part of the fragment is rotated and which part is ®xed).

The geometrical centre of the fragment, as was already

mentioned, gives the position. Various methods can be used to

calculate the rotation matrix. A simple scheme is used for P0

fragments in which fragment atoms are rotated to move both

C� atoms on the x axis. This is done for standard SU and PDB

SU. At ®rst, the fragment is shifted and one C� atom is moved

to a new origin, then the fragment is rotated around the z axis

to move a second C� atom to the xz plane and then the
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Table 1
Fragments used for building protein structures, r is fragment radius.

Fragment ' (�)  (�) r (AÊ )

AlphaP0 ÿ64 ÿ41 3.00
Beta1P0 ÿ121 128 3.01
Beta2P0 ÿ66 136 3.21
GammaP0 50 25 2.86
BridgP0 ÿ105 65 3.03
cisPro0 ÿ77 138 3.08
AlphaA0 ÿ64 ÿ41 3.21
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fragment is rotated around the y axis to move the second C�

onto the x axis. The last rotation is about the x axis to overlap

both peptide oxygen atoms. The orientation matrix can be

calculated as

R � RT
vzRT

vyRfxRfyRfz: �2�
Rvz and Rvy are rotation matrices for the PDB SU, Rfx, Rfy and

Rfz are rotation matrices for a standard SU (search fragment).

The axis of rotation is speci®ed by the index.

The AlphaA0 SU can be created from two AlphaP0 SUs.

Two AlphaP0 SUs are transformed into their PDB repre-

sentations. Relevant atoms are selected (duplicate atoms are

averaged) to get a new AlphaA0 PDB SU. The geometrical

mean of the PDB SU is calculated to get the position of the SU

and the orientation matrix is calculated with respect to the

standard AlphaA0. Eventually, torsion angles are calculated if

the conformation is not standard. In fact, not all PDB SU

atoms are required in this transformation. Three non-linear

atoms and internal torsion angles are enough to calculate

position and orientation of SU. This is utilized in various

conformation searches.

2.4. Model building

2.4.1. Input information. The data necessary for model

building are only: cell dimensions, space-group symmetry,

structure factors (h, k, l, Fo or Eo and phase) and the number

of residues in the asymmetric unit. The model building is

divided into well de®ned steps.

2.4.2. Expansion of the electron density and rotation
function. The method is described in PZO. The electron

density is expanded in orthonormal spherical harmonics±

normalized Bessel functions:

��r; �; '� � Pnmax

n�1

Plmax

l�0

Pl

m�ÿl

anlmSnlm�r; �; '�

Snlm�r; �; '� � gl�knlr�Ym
l ��; ��:

�3�

anlm are expansion coef®cients. Snlm are basis functions.

Ym
l ��; �� is a spherical harmonics function. gl(knlr) is a

normalized spherical Bessel function of order l, knl is such that

knla = xn, where xn are zero Bessel values, a is the radius of the

chosen sphere of expansion.

An optimal number of expansion coef®cients for radius

3.7 AÊ was found to be restricted by nmax = 5 and lmax = 7. The

electron-density expansion is calculated directly from struc-

ture factors (utilizing both amplitude and phase) by FFT.

Expansion coef®cients are sorted for each grid point of the

asymmetric unit and normalized. Coef®cients represent

several gigabytes of data, depending on the FFT grid. The grid

step was 0.4 AÊ .

Fragment expansion coef®cients are calculated for each of

six P0 fragments given in Table 1. Two methods for calculation

of the expansion coef®cients of the fragments were used. For

`Dirac fragments', the expansion coef®cients are calculated

directly from Cartesian coordinates. For `Fc fragments',

equation (16) of PZO is applied. The structure factors are

calculated for the same list of re¯ections as used for the

electron-density expansion.

Molecular fragments are positioned by comparing crystal

electron-density expansion and fragment electron-density

expansion at different positions and orientations. This is done

by the fast rotation function in the asymmetric unit of the unit

cell. The search is limited to high-density regions by applying a

cut-off. This step is computationally the most demanding. A

rotation time depends on the number of grid points used for

calculation. A 6D map is analysed by a peak-picking proce-

dure. The peak picking was separated into a 3D search in an

angular space (top orientation is saved) and a 3D search in

(x, y, z) space (in PZO, we used a full 6D search). Positional

and angular parameters are interpolated. Peaks are sorted.
2.4.3. Flexible and flipped refinement of Dirac fragments.

Top peaks on the peak list are re®ned. We extended re®ne-

ment of Dirac fragments by re®nement of its internal torsion

angles. The general strategy of the re®nement is the same as

for re®nement of rigid fragments (details are in PZO). The

torsion angle (�) is changed by a ®xed step. Cartesian coor-

dinates of the fragment are recalculated for a new confor-

mation and new coef®cients of fragment expansion are

evaluated. The target function is calculated at three points

(�� = +10, 0 and ÿ10�). The ®rst and second derivatives are

Table 2
Virtual parameters for the P0 fragment in selected structures.

� is the conformation related to the AlphaP0 fragment, �1 is related to the Beta1P0 fragment and �2 is related to the Beta2P0 fragment. Distances (d) are in AÊ and
angles (a) in �.

Code dmin dmax hdi �(d) amin amax hai �(a)

� 2.64 2.64 2.64 0.0 103.6 103.6 103.6 0.0
�1 3.37 3.37 3.37 0.0 171.2 171.2 171.2 0.0
�2 3.07 3.07 3.07 0.0 146.9 146.9 146.9 0.0

2trx 2.24 3.99 2.97 0.38 93.6 179.4 131.7 30.2
2fdn 2.38 3.92 2.97 0.37 94.4 176.2 139.2 25.8
1rbg 2.36 3.83 3.00 0.36 95.6 175.3 140.9 26.9
1mfm 2.18 4.16 3.12 0.40 92.3 178.3 146.1 22.7
1igd 2.49 4.14 3.08 0.40 97.7 176.9 142.1 29.1
1bpi 2.52 3.69 3.03 0.32 98.1 176.2 140.2 25.1
1ab1 2.44 3.80 2.89 0.33 92.9 174.4 127.8 28.1
193l 2.17 3.81 2.86 0.32 95.0 176.1 126.4 26.0
3lzt 2.25 3.81 2.86 0.32 94.9 176.7 126.7 26.2



calculated by a numerical method to obtain the shift of the

torsion angle. Several iterations are performed. If it is neces-

sary to increase the radius of convergence of the re®nement,

the torsion angles are changed by 30� (greater change was not

found useful) and the re®nement procedure is repeated. The

best re®nement is accepted. The radius of convergence is

about 50� for P0 fragments. During torsion re®nement, the

radius of the fragment is changed and the geometrical centre

of the fragment should be recalculated. The result of re®ne-

ment is a set of x, y, z, �, �,  and �', � parameters.

Re®nement of torsion angles is also useful for establishing

puckering of the ®ve-membered ring in the cisPro0 fragment.

In this case, the �4 torsion angle is re®ned.

Experience showed that one property of the re®nement is

that it moves fragment atoms to atomic positions in the crystal

structure, with eventually one atom in the `vacuum', rather

than moving them to some mean position. In P0 fragments, the

conformations of N and C� (or C�, C for right end) are

sometimes incorrect with C� occupying the N position and vice

versa (the second atom at the H position). It is useful to make

a second re®nement in which ' and  torsion angles are

changed by120 or 240� before re®nement (¯ip) and to perform

an independent re®nement for all nine combinations. Large

changes of torsion angles remove differences between frag-

ments called AlphaP0, Beta1P0 etc. It is useful to recalculate

torsion angles on one P0 SU; the AlphaP0 was selected for this

purpose.

2.4.4. Sorting refined peaks. Various FOMs that are more

sophisticated (sum, product, minimum) can be used in the

sorting stage because it is possible to use an experimental

electron-density map. We use CC (correlation between crystal

electron density and atomic number of the fragment atom) at

calculated atomic positions in addition to the overlap integral

or correlation coef®cient calculated by the rotation function

(H). Re®ned peaks are characterized by a FOM describing

how well the fragment ®ts into the electron density. Various

sorting functions were tested. In current use is the formula

FOM � 0:35H � 0:65CC�1� 0:2SRO�
SRO � �1=n�P

i

�i=�max:
�4�

SRO is a scaled mean electron density. n is the number of

atomic positions. Each peak of the rotation and translation

function represents a potential group of protein atoms.

2.4.5. Connecting fragments. Connecting fragments is a

principal step of the model building. The procedure is similar

to procedures for building a `single molecule' in small-mole-

cule crystallography. The generalized atom (SU) is used

instead of a normal atom. SUs and their symmetry equivalents

are used for calculating virtual distances. Virtual bond

distances should be in the ranges given in Table 2. For two

SUs, which satisfy these criteria, overlap is calculated on the

fragment level. SUs are converted into PDB SUs in Cartesian

coordinates. Two important criteria are calculated. The ®rst

criterion is the distance between two C� atoms. The second

criterion is a mean distance for all four overlapping atoms in

two P0 fragments. This overlap is de®ned as

FIT � P
d2

ÿ ��
4

� �1=2
: �5�

d is the distance between related atoms (from the left end of

the ®rst fragment and from the right end of the second frag-

ment). Whereas the C� criterion is a strong indicator that two

SUs could be connected, the second criterion tells us whether

their conformations are correct. These overlaps also show

which SU is closer to the N end of the chain and which is closer

to the C end.

The total number of re®ned peaks from all rotation searches

is several times more than the number of residues. In an ideal

case, each peak has only two neighbours (or one neighbour for

the end of the chain). In practice, the SU often has several SUs

on virtual distances, some of them false. To make the process

of construction of the structure model safe, a stepwise

approach was developed.

In the ®rst stage, there are two independent searches for

basic secondary structures: �-helix and �-strand. These

structures are well de®ned by virtual parameters. SUs, from

the rotation function based on AlphaP0 fragment, are used for

building the �-helix. SUs are connected if virtual distances are

in the range 2.64 (30) AÊ and virtual angles are in the range

104 (20)�. Small pieces of �-helices are created. The chain is

accepted only if it contains three or more residues.

For building �-structure, SUs for Beta1P0 and Beta2P0 are

combined together in one `pool'. Equivalent SUs are elimi-

nated and from SUs on very short virtual distances only the

SU with higher FOM is retained. Virtual distances are calcu-

lated and SUs are considered as connected if virtual distances

are in the range 3.22 (40) AÊ and virtual angles in the range

160 (30)�. Chains of � strands contain SUs of both Beta1P0

and Beta2P0 fragments. Chains created for � and � structures

are seeds for the building of a whole polypeptide chain and a

base of the FSM.

In the third stage, � + � SUs in the FSM and SUs from all

search fragments are combined together in one pool. Again,

duplicate peaks are removed. SUs are sorted on the basis of

their FOMs. SUs already in the FSM are given higher FOMs.

Chains of the FSM are extended at both ends with any peak

that is in a range of virtual distances 3.0 (9) AÊ , virtual angles

in the range 135 (45)�, SUs have good C� overlap (less than

1.0 AÊ ) and good fragment overlap (FIT less than 1.7 AÊ ).

In the fourth stage, the requirement for the group overlap

(FIT) is dropped and only C� overlap is used. In the ®fth stage,

all SUs that are a short distance from the FSM are deleted.

Only peaks that are within 4.0 AÊ of an end of the chain are

retained in the pool. At this moment, the pool peaks are

re®ned by ¯ipped (120�) re®nement before connecting, to

increase the number of correct conformations. All SUs are

also converted into AlphaP0 type during the re®nement. The

limits on connecting are further liberalized to allow loop

building. The polypeptide chain is usually formed with an

exception of distorted (double) conformations. Each accepted

SU is given a symmetry code for transformation from re®ned

peak coordinates to `single-molecule' coordinates.

2.4.6. Removing branches in a connectivity tree. During

the process of connecting fragments, there are undesirable
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branches in the connectivity tree. Some of them are natural,

e.g. double conformations, but many of them are branches

having partial ®ts into side chains. The decision-making

process is not an easy task and the algorithm used currently

may not be the best or ®nal one. In general, the protein is a

linear polypeptide (SÐS bridges form large cycles through

cysteine side chains). SUs, which are causing cycling of the

chain, are deleted. Accidental ®tting into side chains may be

detected by the connectivity index (unless short hydrogen-

bonded side chains simulate a long chain). In cases of

searching for secondary structures (steps 1±2), inclusion of the

virtual angle is very discriminative. In a general case, infor-

mation on the peak height (FOM), C� overlap, group FIT,

virtual angle and connectivity index are combined together in

a combined ®gure of merit. Mean values and standard

deviations are calculated from all virtual atoms. The CFOM is

a sum (or weighted sum) of all criteria:

CFOM �P
X

�X ÿ hXi�=��X�: �6�

The connection with the best CFOM is selected for a con-

tinuation in the chain building.

2.4.7. Model extension. Experience showed that the chain

formed by connecting fragments ends either at a true chain

end or in a side chain. The error occurs usually at the C end.

One side of the fragment has a good overlap with the main-

chain atoms and the second half of the fragment is at the

position of the side chain. Double conformations are also

problematic. A series of shorter chains is formed instead of

one large chain. These chains should be extended and

connected. The AlphaA0 fragment is used for extensions.

Extension starts from (n ÿ 1) AlphaP0 SU because the last

(n) is supposed to be corrupted. The AlphaA0 fragment is

oriented in such a way that one (C�ÐCOÐNÐC�) peptide

group is overlapped with the peptide group of the AlphaP0.

Then a full 2D (',  ) search is carried out for the second

peptide group of the AlphaA0, with a step of 10�. The electron

density in calculated atomic positions is used as a ®gure of

merit:

FOMRO � 0:4CC� 0:6SRO: �7�

CC and SRO are the same as in equation (4). Because a

different fragment is used and because the search is carried

out for a whole Ramachandran space, there is a great prob-

ability for getting different solutions. The conformation with

the best FOMRO is re®ned in the expansion coef®cient space.

This step can be regarded as a correction step. The procedure

is repeated with another AlphaA0 fragment, at the end of the

previously built AlphaA0, to extend the chain. The peptide

groups of AlphaA0 are converted into AlphaP0 SUs and again

re®ned. SUs, generated at each chain end, are combined with

FSM and the procedure for fragment connecting is repeated,

resulting in chain extension and new chain connections. The

independent connecting of all generated SUs also has some

features of autocorrection of previously built models. The

whole procedure is repeated several times and is ®nished (in

an ideal case) when all chains are connected or when gener-

ated SUs are of very low FOM.

2.4.8. Chain overlap. Testing a chain overlap is another

procedure for connecting smaller chains to a large chain.

Virtual distances are calculated for all SUs, including

symmetry equivalents. If the virtual distance is shorter than

4.0 AÊ , overlaps of individual atoms are calculated (also anti-

parallel �-strands are near that virtual distance). If the

C�� � �C� distance is close to 3.8 AÊ , then AlphaP0 is inserted

into an empty space and re®ned.

2.4.9. Building the AlphaA0 chain and refinement of the
model. Polyalanine chains built from AlphaP0 fragments are

affected by some incorrect conformations. These wrong

conformations are introduced in the ®nal stages of chain

connecting, when C� overlap is acceptable but total overlap is

not very good. Positions of some (N, C� or C�, C) atoms may

not be correct in P0 fragments. Some C�� � �C� connections,

particularly in loop regions and in distorted groups, are too

long. After connecting SUs, the positions of N or C atoms can

be taken from neighbouring SUs and main-chain torsion

angles can be de®ned more precisely. At the connection of two

peptide groups, the AlphaA0 is generated with approximately

correct torsion angles and orientation. The AlphaA0 is re®ned

in the space of expansion coef®cients. From re®ned AlphaA0

fragments, again AlphaP0s are generated and the structure is

re®ned in this way. The ®nal structure model can be repre-

sented by a scheme

A A A A A A

P P P P P P P:

P is AlphaP0 SU and A is AlphaA0 SU. There are two inde-

pendent chains. The A chain is shorter. A0 SUs are in spaces

between two AlphaP0 and vice versa. These two chains

represent two independent re®nements of the protein struc-

ture. Because of a half-residue shift and because of over-

lapping peptide groups, we called this a DOMINO scheme.

Correctness of the model building is increased by a mutual

consistency of these two chains.

2.4.10. Creating the PDB file. In the ®nal stage of the

protein structure building, the SUs are converted into Carte-

sian coordinates. Atoms from overlapped groups are aver-

aged. C� atoms are taken from AlphaA0 groups. Atoms, at the

start and the end of the chain are accepted only if atoms of the

AlphaP0 and the AlphaA0 chains are in good agreement. The

PDB ®le is created. This ®le can be input into visualization or

re®nement programs.

3. Results and discussion

A principal question in the early stages of the development of

the method was `which fragments should be used and how

many (simple peptide group, monopeptide, dipeptide, tripep-

tide or larger)?'. Preliminary calculations showed that

monopeptides and dipeptides are suf®cient for building high-

resolution protein structures and that fragments of about 20

atoms can be used at a resolution of 3.0 AÊ to locate rigid



groups and �-helices. A single peptide group (®ve atoms) can

be used for the electron-density-map interpretation just

beyond atomic resolution. Unfortunately, the peptide group

has the same geometry as atomic groups in His, Phe, Tyr and

Trp. Asymmetric carbon is useful for unique ®tting, for

establishing chirality and for determination of the chain

orientation. Preliminary calculations also showed that re®ned

rigid fragments of �-strands were not accurate enough to

make reliable connections of fragments. Re®nement of

internal torsion angles was proposed to solve the problem.

Peptide-centred fragments (P0) are less sensitive to the actual

conformation in the rotation function than A0 fragments (at

the beginning also AlphaA0, Beta1A0 and Beta2A0 frag-

ments were used in the rotation function). The P0 fragment

has two chiral groups. The basic algorithm was ®nally designed

for P0 fragments.

There are many false peaks in the rotation function origi-

nating in accidental similarity of conformations of side chains

and search fragment, fragments ®tted partially to main chain

and partially to side chain, and many incomplete ®ts. An

overlap with heavy atoms (sulfur, chlorine and metals) was

almost avoided using a ®gure of merit based on the correlation

coef®cient rather than on the simple product function

(product of the crystal electron density and the fragment

density). Determination of structure is reduced to a problem

of selecting the correct structure units among many false ones.

Calculation of virtual bond lengths and angles is a tool to do

this. In Table 2, virtual parameters for secondary structures

(�-helices, �-sheets) are presented. Regular secondary struc-

tures have characteristic virtual bond lengths and angles.

These virtual parameters are well separated. Average virtual

parameters are rather conservative in protein structures.

Particularly important for model building is the fact that the

virtual angle is never smaller than 90�.
The model-building method was tested on several protein

crystal structures. Structure factors and PDB coordinates were

taken either from the PDB database or directly from the

original authors. PDB coordinates were used to calculate

phases. The R factors were usually slightly higher than in

published structures because details of the re®nement cannot

be reproduced from the PDB ®le alone (e.g. solvent model).

Nevertheless, this was considered as a useful (for test

purposes) disturbance of otherwise very good phases. The test

structures are given in Table 3. Three test ®les were experi-

mental (gibr, ica3 and tp47) and phases were exported from

mtz ®les. Only tp47 phases are not related to the ®nal re®ned

structure. The R factor was used as a criterion of the quality of

data. Electron-density maps were not inspected because the

philosophy is to build structures fully automatically. The

method was evaluated on the basis of the number of residues

found and connected. Only chains longer than four residues

were considered. Another criterion is the accuracy of repro-

ducing re®ned protein structure. Output of the model building

is a PDB ®le of the protein structure model. The PDB ®le of

the original structure was used for comparison and for

calculating c.m.p:

c:m:p: � P
d2

ÿ ��
n

� �1=2
: �8�

d is the distance between the related model atom and the atom

in the original PDB ®le, n is the number of atoms used.

1pen and gibr were dominant structures for development of

the method and for debugging the relevant computer program

(Pavelcik, work in progress). On the relatively large structure

of gibr, the stepwise process of successive model building is

demonstrated. The total number of re®ned peaks resulting

from all rotation searches was 2707. The number of residues

built at each step is reported. Step 1: � structure, 229. Step 2:

�1 + �2, 96; � + �, 325. Step 3: good C� overlap and good FIT,

333. Step 4: good C� overlap and any FIT, 376. Step 5: ¯ip

re®nement and loop building, 380. Step 6: extension, 386

residues. Because limits on virtual distances and angles were

not very strict, conformations close to �-helix were also built

in the ®rst step. In steps 1±2, a lot of smaller chains were

formed. Principal steps for connecting chains into larger units

were 4 and 5. Step 5 was designed also for re®nement and

improving the quality of the structure model before extending.
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Table 3
Results of automatic model building of protein structures.

Code is the PDB code or a structure code used in structure determination. Resid is the number of residues in the protein. Npdb is number of residues in the PDB
®le of the re®ned structure. Nres is number of residues found by the method described in this paper. % is percentage of residues found. c.m.p. is de®ned in equation
(8). Resolution and c.m.p. are given in AÊ . R is published or ®nal R factor.

Code Resolution Space group R Resid/Npdb Nres % c.m.p. References

1pen 1.1 P21 0.13 16/16 16 100 0.10 pdb
1ab1 0.9 P21 0.15 46/46 46 100 0.14 pdb
2fdn 0.9 P43212 0.10 55/55 55 100 0.12 pdb
1rb9 0.9 P21 0.06 52/52 52 100 0.15 pdb
1g7a 1.2 R3 0.17 204/201 196 97.5 0.14 pdb
gibr 1.3 I222 0.10 387/386 386 100 0.11 (a)
9rnt 1.5 P212121 0.14 104/104 104 100 0.21 pdb
1a75 1.9 P21 0.21 216/214 211 98.6 0.20 pdb
ica3 2.3 P212121 0.17 ±/584 435 74.5 0.32 (b)
tp47 2.3 P3221 0.21 830/815 574 71.8 0.51 (c)

References: pdb Protein Data Bank; (a) Borek (2002); (b) Borek (2001), the exact number of residues is unknown because of autoprotolysis; (c) Tomchick (2001), DM data at resolution
2.3 AÊ , current PDB code is 1o75.
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1pen and 1ab1 structures can be built by connecting (no

extension needed) and 1pen can be built using only the

AlphaP0 fragment. Small structures at atomic resolution

(2fdn, 1rb9, 1g7a) were built without signi®cant problems. The

problems met during model building were connected usually

with disordered conformations. Only one chain is built by the

automatic procedure in this case. Disordered residues (25±28)

of 2fdn have no corresponding peaks in PROTF (this is a

signi®cant limitation of the method because the rotation

function is shape sensitive). These residues were built by the

extension procedure, including the Asp28/Arg29 unusual

peptide bond (modelled by a standard trans-peptide). The

extension procedure is sensitive to some internal limits in the

program, e.g. minimal FOM of the peak to be accepted and

maximal allowed C�� � �C� distance. If these limits are strict

then a limited number of disordered chains is built. If these

criteria are liberated then false chain extensions are produced.

Only connecting fragments can create a cis-peptide bond. The

current extension procedure cannot create a cis-peptide bond.

Dirac and Fc fragments gave the same results for small

atomic resolution structures. Fc fragments are slightly better

than Dirac fragments in rotation function (and also better

than Ec fragments used in PZO) for structure beyond atomic

resolution. Dirac fragments are based on point scatterers.

Scattering curves and temperature factors are used for the Fc

fragments.

Structures 9RNT and 1A75 were used only to test perfor-

mance of the method at resolution 1.5±1.9 AÊ . One can esti-

mate from these tests and from results on ica3 that the

practical limit to build a `whole structure' is somewhere about

2.1 AÊ .

The accuracy of the model building is high, c.m.p. being

about 1.5 of a standard uncertainty resulting from a structure

re®nement. The model building presented here can be

regarded as a method of protein structure re®nement in the

real (electron-density) space.

At a resolution of 2.3 AÊ , only partial results were obtained.

In tp47, experimental density-modi®ed (DM) phases were

used. Only 70% of the structure was built. In addition to that,

574 residues were distributed in 26 chains. The largest chain

had 80 residues. There were also chains running in the

opposite direction (from the C end to the N end). It seems

clear that larger fragments would be required for safe model

building at lower resolutions.

Re®nement of torsion angles is one of the principal aspects

of the method and a method of building accurate protein

models. The number of fragments in rotation searches was

reduced considerably. The ¯exible fragment concept may

bring some changes into low-resolution crystallography.

Structure units may be re®ned by a (rigid-body) least-squares

program and each SU can be assigned temperature-factor

tensor(s). Difference structure factors can be calculated and a

new search can be done for missing SUs. The electron density

may be inspected only for ®nal checking, for correction of the

model and for building non-peptide structure elements. A

clone of the algorithm developed here can be used also for

building nucleic acid polymers and some inorganic polymers

like silicates.
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